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Let 5 denote the classical family of schlicht functions / on the

unit disk £ which have the Taylor expansion f(z) =z+ 22?-2 AjZ>.

Recently Ozawa [5] used the Grunsky inequalities and an inequality

of Jenkins to show that ii A2^0 then (5L46 ̂ 6 with equality occurring

only for the Koebe slit function z/(l—z)2. In this note we shall show

that if A3 is real ior jSp then (RAn^n for n^2p + l with equality

occurring only for one of the Koebe slit functions z/(l+z)2. This

will be established by using a continuity argument to deduce from

Jenkins' General Coefficient Theorem [l] that the extremal func-

tions for this coefficient problem have real coefficients.

Let SP= {fES: Aj is real for j^kp}, Sx= [fES: Aj is real for

every j}. Set Vp,n= {(SiAi, ■ • • , <RAn):fESp}. Let HH,f (e=+l)

denote the metric space of symmetric pairs (ft, g) defined as follows.

First £l = P(w)dw2 is a quadratic differential on the Riemann sphere

R of the canonical form

(1) P(w) = P(w),

(2) P(w)  = aK J   fi (w - aj)/w>+1   dw2,

where a = +1, A' > 0, 2^s^w, O^r^s — 2 (we adopt the convention

that IIT=*mj = 1 if m<k) and where a = e if s = n. Second gESx.

(Notice that g£5«, if and only if gES and |(z) =/(z).) Third g and

ft are associated [3]. (In other words g(E) is an admissible domain

with respect to ft in the sense of Jenkins.) Finally the metric d on

Hnii\JHn,-i is defined by the equation

d((Qh gi), (Sl2, g2)) = sup{ | Pi(w) - P2(w) \:\w\   = 1}

+ sup{ | gi(z) - g2(z) | : | z\  = 1/2}.

The pairs of Hn,u Hn,_i will be denoted by (ft*, g*), (ft**, g**) instead

of (ft, g). The coefficients of g*, g** will be denoted by Bj, Cj instead

of^ly.

Theorem 1. If p^l and n^2p then Vp,n is homeomorphic to a

closed ball in Rn~x, the real Euclidean space of n — 1 dimensions. Every

point of dVPi„, the topological boundary of VPi„, is taken by a unique

slit function in S„. Every point of int Vp,n, the interior of VPi„, is taken
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by infinitely many bounded schlicht functions in Sp. In addition

VP,n =  {(Bu ■ ■ ■ ,Bn): (fi*, g*) E Hn+l.l}

= {(Ci, ■ • • , C„): (ih*, g**) E ff»+i,-i}.

Proof. When p = l the facts in Theorem 1 are either trivial or

else follow immediately from well-known facts. Suppose Theorem 1 is

true for p^q — 1. Then if p = q and n^2q — 2 the truth of Theorem 1

follows since SvESq-i and F,,n= F,_i,n. Therefore if fESq then

(fi*, g*), (fi**, g**) exist in #27-1,1, #29-1-1 such that

(3) (Bh ■ ■ ■ ,*B2q_2) ='(<RAi, ■ ■ ■ , (RA^-t) = (Ci, ■ ■ • , C29_2).

If fi* or fi** has a pole at the origin of order less than 2q then by the

induction hypothesis g*=/ = g**, (0"L4i, • • • , <&A2q-2)EdVq,2q-2 and

hence ((RAi, • • ■ ,(RA2q-i)EdVqt2q^i. Therefore we may assume that

the poles are of order 2q and (SiAi, • • • , (RA2,_2) Gint Vq,2q-2 is taken

by a bounded schlicht function bESp.

Next we apply the General Coefficient Theorem in its current form

[l] to R the Riemann sphere and fi, g(E), /og_1, where g = g* or

g**, fi = fi* or fi**. Admissible homotopies into the identity are abun-

dant, g(E) is admissible by its definition, and g of"1 is admissible as

well. In fact if w is a suitable parameter representing the origin as

the point at infinity then by (1), (2), (3) we obtain the expansions at

infinity

(4) P(l/w)(- 1/w2)2 = tK \w2«~k + 22&-w29-*->'  ,

(5) 1/C/og-1)(1/w) = y> +   22  a/art,
3-9-1

where the /3y are real and

aj = (Bj+2 — Aj+2) + (Bq+1 - Aq+i)2 max(0,7 - 2q + 2)

(6) '+1 "
+   22   (B, - A,)n(v,j)\\B,e(li;v,j),

vq+l li=l

(or a corresponding expression with C, = B,) where q — l^j^2q—l

and n(v; j), e(p; v, j) are integers. Therefore taking m = 2q, m — 3

= 2q — 3, k = (m — 4:)/2—q — 2 and a,_2 = 0 in the General Coefficient

Theorem we obtain

(7) (R jeL^ + X fra29-3-y   >  ^ 0.
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Consequently by (6) it follows from (7) that

2.7-2

Big-i +   E bj(Bj - (RAj) ̂  0U2a-i
J=g+I

2q—2

^ C2q-i +   E cj(Cj - 6\Aj),
J=3+l

where bj, Cj are real. By (3) we obtain

(8) /J23_i S <JU2a-i ^ C29_i.

If equality occurs in (8) then it occurs in (7) and by the General

Coefficient Theorem / must be at worst a translation of g along

trajectories of ft in the | ft1/2| -metric. But translations alter the value

of A2, and therefore / = g. Since (6L4i, • • • , G\.A2q-2) belongs to a

bounded schlicht function bESq we know that -B2,-i<C2q-i. Finally

the conformal isotopy t~xf(tz) (0<t^i, fES) which deforms / into

the identity in 5 may be used to establish the remaining topological

facts about Vq,2q_i.

To prove the last statement in Theorem 1 for Fs,2,-i we use the

existence of a continuous function 6t: Vqi2q-i-^H2q,t with the follow-

ing property. If ip(: H2q,—*F„,2o_i (€=±1) is defined by setting

^i(ft*, g*) = (-Bi, • • • , 523-i), ^-i(ft**, f**) = (Ci, ■ ■ ■ , C2q-i), then

the restriction of \pt o 8, to dVq,2g~i is homotopic to the identity. Con-

sequently it follows from Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem that

\pt(dt(Vq,2q_i)) = Fg,2,-i and hence \f/t(H2q+i,() = Vq,2q-i for e= ± 1.

The induction step is completed by merely repeating this argument

to obtain the facts in Theorem 1 for Vq,2q. Q.E.D.

A map which is an extension of 0e to mixed coefficient regions is

defined by a straightforward but rather lengthy process in [4]. The

main feature of our construction is the use of the space of induced

positive quadratic differentials ft of on £ and the canonical decom-

positions of d£ into pairs of identified arcs introduced by Schaeffer

and Spencer [6, Chapter VIII ]

Theorem 2. If fESp then

(RAn g n   for n ^ 2p + 1

with equality occurring only for one of the Koebe slit functions z/(l±z)2.

Proof. If n^2p then Theorem 2 follows immediately from Theo-

rem 1 (see (8)) because of the truth of the Bieberbach conjecture for

functions in Sx. If fES2p+i then by Theorem 1 there is an (ft**, g**)

G#2p+i,-i such that
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(9) ((RAh ■ ■ ■ , (RA2p) = (Ci, • ■ • , C2p).

Applying the General Coefficient Theorem as in the proof of Theorem

1 to fi**, g**(£),/og**' with m = 2p + 2, m-3 = 2p-l, k = (m-4)/2

= p — l we obtain

i r       ^ (/> -1) 2 ii
(10) 01 <-  aip-i + 22 faatp-i-j H-op-i  > ^0

where the ay are defined in (5), (6). Using (9) to simplify (10) we

obtain

(11) <AAip+i + (3Ap+1)2(p + l)/2 ^ C2p+i

which implies our result. Q.E.D.

We note that (8) shows (R(An)^—n if fESp and n^2p. Also,

note that to prove 0~L46^6 we need both ^42, A$ real whereas Ozawa

needs only A2^0.

We wish to mention that this proof was inspired by a remarkably

short and elegant proof of Lowner's inequality \A3\ f£3 which was

given by Jenkins [2]. One merely applies the General Coefficient

Theorem [l] to the Schiffer quadratic differentials [7, p. 442, (20)]

to show that the extremal functions for this problem are in Sx.
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